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ABSTRACT

The Warthog code was developed to couple codes that are developed in both the Multi-Physics Object-Oriented Simulation Environment (MOOSE) from Idaho National Laboratory (INL) and SHARP from Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). The initial phase of this work, focused on coupling the neutronics code PROTEUS with the fuel performance code BISON. The main technical challenge involves mapping the power density solution determined by PROTEUS to the fuel in BISON. This presents a challenge since PROTEUS uses the MOAB mesh format, but BISON, like all other MOOSE codes, uses the libMesh format.

When coupling the different codes, one must consider that Warthog is a light-weight MOOSE-based program that uses the Data Transfer Kit (DTK) to transfer data between the various mesh types. Users set up inputs for the codes they want to run, and then Warthog transfers the data between them. Currently Warthog supports XSProc from SCALE or the Sub-Group Application Programming Interface (SGAPI) in PROTEUS for generating cross sections. It supports arbitrary geometries using PROTEUS and BISON. DTK will transfer power densities and temperatures between the codes where the domains overlap.

In the past fiscal year (FY), much work has gone into demonstrating two-way coupling for simple pin cells of various materials. XSProc was used to calculate the cross sections, which were then passed to PROTEUS in an external file. PROTEUS calculates the fission/power density, and Warthog uses DTK to pass this information to BISON, where it is used as the heat source. BISON then calculates the temperature profile of the pin cell and sends it back to XSProc to obtain the temperature corrected cross sections. This process is repeated until the convergence criteria (tolerance on BISON solve, or number of time steps) is reached. Models have been constructed and run for both uranium oxide and uranium silicide fuels. These models demonstrate a clear difference in power shape that is not accounted for in a stand-alone BISON run.

Future work involves improving the user interface (UI), likely through integration with the Nuclear Energy Advanced Modeling and Simulation (NEAMS) Workbench. Furthermore, automating the input creation would ease the user experience. The next priority is to continue coupling the work with other codes in the SHARP package. Efforts on other projects include work to couple the Nek5000 thermo-hydraulics code to MOOSE, but this is in the preliminary stages.
1. INTRODUCTION

The Nuclear Energy Advanced Modeling and Simulation (NEAMS) program in the US Office of Nuclear Energy at the US Department of Energy (DOE) funds two comprehensive frameworks that can be used by developers to provide for advanced simulation techniques for various aspects of simulating a nuclear reactor. The Fuels Product Line (FPL) at the Idaho National Laboratory (INL) is developing the Multi-Physics Object-Oriented Simulation Environment (MOOSE) framework[1] upon which the BISON fuel performance code[2] is based. In parallel, the Reactor Product Line (RPL) at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) has been developing the SHARP framework[3], which facilitates the use of multiple codes including PROTEUS[4] and Nek5000[5]. MOOSE focuses on providing a multi-physics framework which uses a top-down approach in which the framework is constructed first, and then the applications are built on top of the framework. SHARP provides a framework based on a bottom-up approach in which applications are developed, and then a framework is developed to tie them together. Both are valid approaches to multi-physics problems, but their independent development has resulted in framework components that are difficult to mix and match.

Previous work[6] led to the development of the coupling code Warthog to couple these two different frameworks together. Initial work has focused on coupling the fuel performance code BISON, built on the MOOSE framework, to the neutronics code PROTEUS, built on the SHARP framework. This work demonstrated the feasibility of coupling a simple pin cell between the codes. Work was performed to generate cross sections at the correct temperatures using the XSProc code of the SCALE[7] code system. However, at this earlier stage, there was no two-way coupling: PROTEUS was able to generate a fission distribution for BISON, but results of the BISON calculation would not update the PROTEUS temperatures.

This report documents work that builds upon the previous Warthog work to fully enable two-way coupling between PROTEUS and BISON. Cross sections are fully updated between each time step using the temperatures calculated by BISON, and the cross sections are used in each subsequent PROTEUS run to provide an updated fission power density to BISON. This report contains an example of a pincell complete with two-way coupling, and it provides descriptions of requirements needed to expand this to a full assembly model using MOOSE’s MultiApp feature. In addition, future work is discussed, including coupling MOOSE with other codes of the SHARP suite.
2. PREVIOUS WORK

2.1 COUPLING

Previously a simple coupling scheme was present in Warthog that allowed the transfer of data between PROTEUS and BISON. However, there was no way to update the cross sections used by PROTEUS when BISON was finished calculating the temperatures. With the advice of the MOOSE team, Warthog was moved to a MultiApp approach in which each component of the coupling run was moved to a separate MooseApp. While the high-level flow of Warthog is the same as that shown in Figure 1, the control is now managed by MultiApps instead of having just one MasterApp that contains modules to run each code. The use of MultiApps allows for MOOSE to control running the codes in parallel and to ease transfers of values on the mesh.

![Figure 1: High level flow for a Warthog execution.](image)

While MOOSE can use built-in functions to transfer the mesh data between the various MultiApps, Warthog requires the use of Data Transfer Kit (DTK)[8] to transfer data between MOOSE/BISON and PROTEUS due to the different mesh libraries used by the two codes. MOOSE and all other MOOSE “animals” use the libMesh mesh format[9]. PROTEUS and other SHARP codes use the ANL-developed MOAB format[10]. DTK is developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and supports transferring variables and other mesh data between a wider variety of mesh types.

Part of the previous work involved refactoring the Warthog code to allow all external codes to be called as MOOSE MultiApps. Each external code (XSProc, PROTEUS, BISON) is a separate MooseApp that can be called from a main Warthog input file. This main Warthog input file can control the parallelism and the data transfers to the MultiApps. See Appendix A.1 for an example master input file.

2.2 EXTERNAL CODE MULTIAPPS

Each external code MultiApp added by Warthog is discussed briefly below.

2.2.1 XSPROC

PROTEUS can obtain cross sections in a couple of different formats, including either an ASCII text file in the ANLXS format or a binary ISOTXS-formatted file. These file formats are described in the PROTEUS
User’s Guide. Cross sections can also be calculated by a special Sub-Group Application Programming Interface (SGAPI)[11] provided with some versions of PROTEUS.

The SGAPI can take a significant amount of time to calculate the cross sections. To aid in the rapid development of Warthog, the SCALE module XSProc was wrapped as a external code callable through a Warthog MultiApp. XSProc can create multigroup self-shielded cross sections based on various fuel parameters. XSProc takes up to a minute to run, which is much faster than subgroup methods. XSProc is written in C++ and can be used through a library API.

Originally XSProc was added to Warthog as an ExternalCode that could be called through a special input block parameter. With the refactoring of Warthog, XSProc is now called through a MultiApp that wraps the XSProc code in a special XSProc Executioner. Executioners in MOOSE programs are program units that control the execution of the underlying solve. The XSProc Executioner reads in some parameters from the input file and runs the XSProc solve. After the XSProc solve, the AMPX-formatted[12] multigroup cross sections are converted to the ASCII-formatted ANLXS format that PROTEUS can read.

After every PROTEUS/BISON run, XSProc can be run again with the updated temperatures to calculate new cross sections. The overall flow of the process is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Flow of XSProc to PROTEUS execution.](image)

### 2.2.2 PROTEUS

As mentioned above, PROTEUS can use the MOAB mesh format for the solve. Since BISON and other MOOSE programs use the libMesh format, DTK must be used to transfer the temperature and fission power data between the two programs. The input format for the PROTEUS MultiApp is similar to that of the XSProc MultiApp. Various parameters can be given to PROTEUS through the input blocks of the file. However, most parameters will be set in the PROTEUS input file itself. When PROTEUS is initialized through Warthog, it will read this input file for the majority of the PROTEUS parameters.

PROTEUS works fastest when boundary conditions are void, but it can solve a reflected boundary problem. This allows the simulation of a pin cell that is reflected on all sides. An example mesh for such a problem is shown in Figure 3. PROTEUS can use both tetrahedral and quadratic meshes, but it only supports lower order meshes.

### 2.2.3 BISON

Because BISON is already a MooseApp, it does not require modifications to run inside Warthog as a MultiApp. To successfully run BISON, the user must provide a BISON input file and set up the mesh
transfer inside the Warthog master input file. To ease the mesh transfer, it is beneficial to have the PROTEUS and BISON meshes to be as similar as possible. The main difference between the two meshes will be the lack of a moderator in the BISON mesh. Also, the BISON mesh supports higher order mesh elements if the user wishes to enable them.

An example mesh for BISON showing the temperature distribution at the beginning of a run is shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 3: Mesh used by PROTEUS.](image)

![Figure 4: Temperature distribution at beginning of Warthog run.](image)
3. CURRENT WORK

This section describes the work performed on Warthog this fiscal year (FY).

3.1 COUPLING PROGRESS

At the end of the last FY, Warthog was able to run the neutronics code PROTEUS and send the fission power density to BISON through DTK and the built-in mesh transfer capabilities. BISON was then able to run with the given power density. However, the process did not include the ability of PROTEUS to update the cross sections based on the temperature feedback given by BISON.

Adding the ability to recalculate the cross sections using the latest temperature data and then pass that information to PROTEUS was one of the main focuses of the work that was performed during this FY. The cross sections required recalculating after each step to capture the temperature effects. As before, XSProc was used to calculate the self-shielded cross sections, and a conversion tool was used to convert the AMPX formatted cross sections to the ANLXS format that could be read by PROTEUS. Updating the cross sections inside PROTEUS required identifying the subroutines of PROTEUS that managed the cross sections and determining then how to call them to update the cross sections without having the other data become corrupted or deleted.

PROTEUS stores the cross sections in Fortran data containers consisting mostly of plain arrays of values. These values are initialized through various reading and initialization routines that do the following:

- Optionally read the ANLXS file, convert it internally to ISOTXS, and write it to disk.
- Read the ISOTXS file to size the appropriate arrays, and prepare to store the data.
- Read the ISOTXS file to obtain the cross sections, and place them into the Fortran arrays.

To update the cross sections between time steps, these routines must be called so that new data can be retrieved from XSProc. Currently PROTEUS can only read new cross sections from disk, and there is no easy way to pass through new cross sections using an Application Programming Interface (API) or other programming method. Also, there is no easy way to change the mesh. PROTEUS does allow some mesh deformation, but this has yet to be investigated.

3.2 COUPLING EXAMPLES

3.2.1 Light Water Reactor (LWR) FUEL PIN

The initial coupling problem was to model an LWR pin cell. For ease of the neutronics, the pin cell calculation was reflected on all sides. This should approximate the power distribution of an interior assembly pin cell and enable testing of the coupling approach. The mesh used for this problem is the same as that shown in Section 2.2.2. For ease of meshing and calculation, the gap has been homogenized with the clad. This will ensure that the solver used in PROTEUS is able to converge quickly.

The initial temperature distribution for the case is given in Figure 5a. The case was run using 60-second time steps until the temperatures had reached a stable state. For each time step, the cross sections were calculated using XSProc and passed to PROTEUS for the neutronics calculation. The fission distribution was then passed to BISON to calculate a new temperature, which then went back to XSProc for new cross
sections. This process is repeated until a predefined time, usually after the temperatures in BISON have converged to some final temperature. The final temperatures are shown in Figure 5b.

![Initial](image1) ![Final](image2)

**(a) Initial**  
**(b) Final**

**Figure 5: Temperature for LWR fuel pin in XY plane.**

Since there is no gap between the fuel and the clad, there is no fuel swelling or clad contact modeled with this approach. In addition, boundary conditions are set so that the fuel does not move. This case is mainly a demonstration of the two-way coupling feature in Warthog.

### 3.2.2 URANIUM SILICIDE FUEL PIN

Currently BISON uses the same default power profile for all fuel types. Two of the goals of this effort is to show that using the same profile is inadequate and to demonstrate the differences in the power profile between different types of fuel. Therefore a model was created with the same physical dimensions as the LWR fuel pin described above, except uranium silicide was used as the fuel material. The differences in the power shape can then be captured and are shown in Figure 6a. For both of the cases, the power was normalized to 300 W, and the output from PROTEUS was viewed. It is clear that the default uranium silicide model has a significantly different power shape than the uranium oxide model. The power peaking at the edge of the fuel is more pronounced, as is the trough in the center of the pin. These power shapes can be compared to the fission rate used in BISON as shown in Figures 6b and 6c. BISON starts with a flat fission rate, and moves towards a U-shape as the fuel is burned. This fission rate is the same for all fuel materials.

The fuel/clad interaction is of particular interest in BISON. Since the previous demonstration model had no gap between the fuel and the clad, this phenomenon cannot be modeled. BISON includes a Python script that can be used to easily generate a variety of fuel geometry meshes. The tool is described fully in the BISON manual. While the tool can generate both 2D and 3D meshes, only 3D meshes will be investigated at this stage due to limitations in PROTEUS which arise when converting a 2D mesh from the Exodus format to the PROTEUS internal format.

When creating a 3D mesh using the Python script, an angle can be given that determines how much of the pin is actually meshed. 360° meshes are created by setting the angle to 360° and 180° half meshes are created by setting the option to 180°. The 180° mesh created for this step is shown in Figure 7 which shows a clearly visible gap between the ends of the fuel and the clad. Radially there is also a small gap, but this is hard to see in the given figure. The expectation is that as time passes and the fuel heats up, the fuel will expand and swell to contact the cladding.
Like the original mesh, the BISON mesh must be modified to be used with PROTEUS. The water moderator must be added, and the sides must be reflected to ensure that the power distribution is accurate. In addition, to ease meshing, the full pin was meshed instead of just 180° of the pin.

To generate the cross sections, the XSProc input was modified to use uranium silicide fuel with 5% enrichment, and the dimensions of the fuel, clad, and gap were modified to match that of the geometry generated by the BISON Python script. From the XSProc input, it is trivial to move to a full continuous energy (CE) Monte Carlo KENO-VI input. Running a KENO case would allow verification of what the eigenvalue produced by PROTEUS should be. Views of the KENO model are given in Figure 8. The eigenvalue calculated by a fully reflected KENO model is 1.49183 +/- 0.00019, this compares favorably with the PROTEUS eigenvalue of 1.4544.

PROTEUS had some problems with convergence due to the low density material (helium) in the gap. The small size of the gap may also be an issue. The PROTEUS code seems to have convergence issues in solving this case. While the eigenvalue begins to approach the solution generated by KENO, the time taken...
Figure 7: 180° BISON fuel mesh.

Figure 8: KENO geometry of fuel.

is unacceptable for a quick coupling example, and the default iteration limit is eventually reached. Another indication of convergence issues is present in the power profile produced. Unlike the power profiles shown in Figure 6a, the power profile produced by this run is flat. The radial power profile is shown in Figure 9.
Due to the nature of the power shape, it was deemed unnecessary at this stage to continue to investigate the impact of the differing power shape on the long-term coupling. The coupling has been demonstrated to work in models without the gap present, so efforts will be focused on ensuring ease of use and the ability to create accurate, complex PROTEUS models.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In recent work for this FY, the Warthog code has been able to show that it can couple simple PROTEUS and BISON pin cell cases. There is nothing inherently preventing more complicated geometries from being coupled, except for the limitations on what the user is willing to do to get timely results from PROTEUS. For example, a user could model an entire assembly in PROTEUS and then individually couple the power profiles to various BISON pin cells to determine the fuel performance of various pins in the assembly. As long as the different BISON pin meshes have varying geometries that overlap with a specific PROTEUS pin, then DTK will only map the appropriate power profile to the BISON case.

In addition, much work remains to be done to create a better user interface (UI). Currently the user must manually create the PROTEUS and BISON input files. There is an option to use an automatically created XPProc pin cell input, but the user will usually be required to provide that input, too. In addition to providing the inputs, the user must ensure that the mesh geometries are created and that they are sufficient for the problem at hand. Also, since DTK transfers mesh data only on domains that exist in both geometries, it is up to the user to ensure that the geometry meshes for both PROTEUS and BISON overlap in the regions of interest.

Some of the work towards creating a better UI will be accomplished by the continued development of the NEAMS Workbench[13]. This tool is being developed to bring together various NEAMS tools under a single UI. With the release of this tool, it should be easier for users to create their own Warthog inputs and tie them to other NEAMS tools.

Continuing work during this FY also includes coupling BISON with the Nek5000 code from ANL. Some preliminary work has been performed to couple Nek5000 with BISON, but that work is in the early stages. There are some key differences between the current coupling with Nek5000 and the coupling with PROTEUS. Nek5000 usually operates on a separate domain from BISON: that of the coolant channel outside of the fuel. The current coupling approached devised at ANL and INL uses transfer coefficients on the boundary between the two different meshes to transfer the required data from Nek5000 to BISON. This is different from the PROTEUS transfer, which uses DTK to transfer the actual data to the same domain on the BISON mesh.

Work will also continue on including Warthog as part of the MOOSE family of recognized programs. Coordination with INL will help this task succeed. The end goal is a program that enables easy transfer of data between the disparate frameworks of the NEAMS program.
5. REFERENCES


APPENDIX A. WARTHOG INPUT FILES
A.1 MASTER INPUT

An example input file for Warthog is given below. Note how this input file controls the various MultiApps that make up the coupling of Warthog.

```plaintext
[Mesh]
  type = FileMesh
  file = PROTEUS_Mesh.exo

[AuxVariables]
  [./temp]
    family = monomial
    order = constant
  [../]
  [./power_density]
  [../]
  [./material_density]
    family = monomial
    order = constant
  [../]

[MultiApps]
  [./my_xsproc]
    type = TransientMultiApp
    app_type = WarthogApp
    execute_on = timestep_begin
    positions = ’0.0 0.0 0.0’
    input_files = ’xsproc.i’
    max_procs_per_app = 1
  [../]
  [./my_proteus]
    type = TransientMultiApp
    app_type = WarthogApp
    execute_on = timestep_begin
    positions = ’0.0 0.0 0.0’
    input_files = ’proteus.i’
    max_procs_per_app = 1
  [../]
  [./my_bison]
    type = TransientMultiApp
    app_type = WarthogApp
    execute_on = timestep_end
    positions = ’0.0 0.0 0.0’
    input_files = ’bison.i’
    max_procs_per_app = 4
  [../]

[Transfers]
  [./to_bison_pd]
    type = MultiAppMeshFunctionTransfer
    direction = to_multiapp
    multi_app = my_bison
    source_variable = power_density
    variable = power_density
  [../]
  [./from_bison]
```
type = MultiAppMeshFunctionTransfer
direction = from_multiapp
multi_app = my_bison
source_variable = temp
variable = temp

[/]
./temps_to_xsproc
  type = MultiAppMeshFunctionTransfer
direction = to_multiapp
multi_app = my_xsproc
source_variable = temp
variable = temp

[/]
./from_proteus
  type = MultiAppMeshFunctionTransfer
direction = from_multiapp
multi_app = my_proteus
source_variable = power_density
variable = power_density

[/]

[ICs]
  ./mod
    type = ConstantIC
    variable = temp
    value = 560.0
    block = mod

  ./clad
    type = ConstantIC
    variable = temp
    value = 570.0
    block = clad

  ./fuel
    type = ConstantIC
    variable = temp
    value = 740.0
    block = fuel

  ./dens
    type = ConstantIC
    variable = material_density
    value = 1.0

[/]

[Problem]
solve = False
type = FEProblem

[/]

[Executioner]
type = Transient
num_steps = 60
dt = 600

[/]
A.2 XSPROC INPUT

An input for the XSProc MultiApp is given below. The [Postprocessors] input block is optional and serves to show the block temperatures at various time steps. The [AuxKernels] block ensures that the moderator temperature stays at a constant level.

<Mesh>
  type = FileMesh
  file = PROTEUS_Mesh.exo
[]

[AuxVariables]
  ./temp
    family = monomial
    order = constant
  [../]
[]

[Postprocessors]
  ./temp_fuel
    type = ElementAverageValue
    block = fuel
    execute_on = timestep_end
    variable = temp
  [../]
  ./temp_clad
    type = ElementAverageValue
    block = clad
    execute_on = timestep_end
    variable = temp
  [../]
  ./temp_mod
    type = ElementAverageValue
    block = mod
    execute_on = timestep_end
    variable = temp
  [../]
[]

[AuxKernels]
  ./set_mod_temp
    type = ConstantAux
    block = mod
    execute_on = 'timestep_begin timestep_end initial linear nonlinear'
    value = 560.0
    variable = temp
  [../]
[]

[Problem]
  solve = false
  type = FEProblem
[]
A.3 PROTEUS INPUT

An input for the PROTEUS MultiApp is given below. This is not the input for the PROTEUS itself, merely the MOOSE MultiApp code that wraps the PROTEUS execution.

```plaintext
[Mesh]
    type = FileMesh
    file = PROTEUS_Mesh.exo
[

[AuxVariables]
    [./temp]
    [../]
    [./power_density]
    [../]
    [./material_density]
    [../]
[

[Problem]
    solve = false
    type = FEProblem
[

[Materials]
    [./protMat]
    type = ProteusMaterial
    [../]
[

[Executioner]
    type = ProteusExecutioner
    generateInputFile = false
    generateMaterialsFile = false
    dt = 600
[

[Outputs]
    exodus = 1
[
```